
    SAP automation services
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Certified by SAP to automate and 
interoperate with the SAP S/4 
HANA and SAP ERP systems
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Wipro’s SAP automation platform, built on our 
Wipro HOLMES platform can help.

Wipro’s SAP automation offering is a matured 
product that provides a measurable “Value Index” 
for each level of the business process. Our SAP 
automation BOTs are closely integrated with 
Wipro’s AI platform Wipro HOLMES, and have an 
efficient CHAT interfacing capability, Avaamo, to 
provide end-to-end automation capabilities 
across live insights, predictive analytics, business 
process optimization and new business models.

The chat interface of the solution has been 
powered by technology from Avaamo, a niche 
technology startup offering an AI-driven 
enterprise BOT platform. Avaamo’s conversational 
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Fig. 1: Avaamo's converstional AI platform

• How can you provide enhanced service to your
 business users?

• How can you reduce the cost of running your
 SAP application?

• Do some of your users struggle while using
 multiple systems for their daily tasks?

• Do your business processes get interrupted
 due to issues between systems?  

AI platform goes beyond simplistic commands 
and uses deep vertical AI to create rich multi-turn 
conversational dialogue with customers.



Our SAP automation platform can be deployed 
with minimal effort and in a short period of time. 
The solution is closely aligned with the SAP 
product upgrade strategy, making the automation 
assets future proof. The solution provides 
capability capabilities across three categories:

• Business processes
• Administration 
• Technology 
They are modular in nature and customers can 
prioritize deployment to improve productivity in 
areas which are relevant for them
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These services have been certified by SAP to 
automate and interoperate with business 
processes run on SAP NetWeaver and SAP 
S/4 HANA. They work with the SAP application
to increase business benefits and improve
user experience.
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• Health check monitoring

• Smart basis

• Auto pre refresh activities

• Batch job monitoring

• SAP process buddy

• Business process analysis

• Master data maintenance

• SAP workflow dashboard

• Journal entry posting

• P2P functional query

• VMS master data update

• Finance standard cost
 estimation

• Period end closing alerts

• Risk, fraud & anomaly
 detection

• Number range monitoring

• IDOC analyzer

• IDOC preventive workbench

• IDOC monitoring workbench

• PI queue monitoring

• Auto code reviewer

• ABAP code generator

• Dynamic program run

• TS generator

• APO/BI process chain
 monitoring

Legends Cognitive BOT RPA BOT

Fig. 2: SAP automation asset repository
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, 

BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is 

a leading global information 

technology, consulting and 

business process services 

company. We harness the 

power of cognitive computing, 

hyper-automation, robotics, 

cloud, analytics and emerging 

technologies to help our 

clients adapt to the digital 

world and make them 

successful. A company 

recognized globally for its 

comprehensive portfolio of 

services, strong commitment 

to sustainability and good 

corporate citizenship, we 

have over 160,000 dedicated 

employees serving clients 

across six continents. 

Together, we discover ideas 

and connect the dots to

build a better and a bold

new future.
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